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UNITED STATES GENERAL AcCOUNTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 211548

8-198218

The Honorable Steven Symms
United States Senate
The Honora~l~ Denny Smith
House of Representatives
In response to your October 26, 1983, !etter, we reviewed
projects funded by the Association for the Humanities in Idaho
(Idaho council), the Oregon Committee for the Humanities (O;egon
council), and three other_state humanities countils to develop
information on whether federal funds were used to support projects in which there was advocacy--the act or process of def ending a particular point of view. The National Endowment for the
Humanities (i~Hj or state council officials have judged that a
few projects fugded by f~ve state councils have ad~ocated a partic.ular point of view. Questiogs of advocacy are most often
associated with public policy projects, However, public policy
projects are eligible for NEH .funding if these projects g9n5ist
of activities which relate the humanities to current conditions
of national iile. ~ecause of the nature of public policy
projects, it is difficult to eliminate entirely all questions of
advocacy which may arise during these projects.
As agreed with. your offices, in order to addr.ess your concerns about advocacy in projects, we reviewed several a•pects of
NEH's and the state councils' operations. Specifically, our
objectives were to (1) research the legislative history and
de~ermine what statutory criteria exist for funding state councils; (2) ;eview NEH's funding guidelines, regulations, and pr9;.o
cedures: ( 3) reyiew the funding guidelines and criteria used by
the Idaho council, the Oregon council, and other seletted state
councils: ( 4) review projects i.n which the · issu_e of advocacy was
rai~ed; agd (5) ascertain how the membership of state councils
is determined. fn addition to Idaho and Oregon, we selected
three other state programs for reyiew to enhance our understanding of how state humanities councils oper~te. Appendix I fully
describes the scope and methodology used in conducting this
review.
NEH AWARDS .F.UNDS. TO STATE COUNCILS
WHICH .REGRANT FUNDS FOR SPECIFIC PROJECTS
NEH w~s created as an independent agency by the Na~ion~l
Foundation on the ~rts and the Humanities Act of 1965 (79 Stat.
845i 20 u.s.c. 951 et seq.). NEH was established to support the
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humanities. 1 NER is directed .by a Chairman who is advised on
policies <ind p_roc:edurt;!!; by the N~tion,1 Cou_ncil on the Ru_manities (National Council), a board of 26 private citizens. The
National Council also reviews applications for financial support
and makes funding recommendations. The Chairman and the
National Council are appoin~ed by the President, su~ject to
Senate c~nfirmation. Each Council member serves a 6-year term
and the Chairman serves a 4-year term. Members cannot be
reappointed within th~ .. 2-yeaf period following completion of
their terms.
NER supports research, education, and public act1v~ty in
the humanities by providing financ~al assistance directly to
persons or organizations for specific projects in the humanities
and to state humanities councils which then grant funds to
support humanities projects designed by individuals, organizations, institutions, and nqnprof it groups. Appendi~ II
describes the NER process for awarding grants.
NER established the first six state councils in 1971 with
the interest ,nd support of the fongress.
The id~a behind the
experiment was based on two premises:
(1) that adults who were
not in school could be engaged in learning about the humanities
ahd (2) that humanities s~h6lars ind scholarship c6uld benefit
from a dialogue with non-scholars on matters of concern to the
public.
In 1976, Congress explicitly authorized the establishment
of stite councils and, as of August 1984, there were 53 councils
including the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the U.S.
Virgin Islands. The legislative history indicates that the
Congress intended state councils to fund projects that (1)
related the humanities to "current conditions of national life";
(i) fostered increased public understanding and appreciation of
the humanities; and (.3) reached the Nati6n's di~eise public.

1The National Foundation on the irts and Rumanities Act of 1965,
as amended, states that the term "humanities" includes, but is
not l.imited to, the study of the following:
language, both
modern and classical; linguistics; literature; history; jurisprudence; philosophy; archeology; comparative religion; ethics;
the history, criticism, and theory.of the arts; those aspects
of the social sciences which have humanistic content and employ
humanistic methods; anc:l the study and appl ic:ation of ~he humanities to the human environment with particular attention to the
relevance of the ,numani_ties ~o the c·urrent conditions of
national life. 20 u.s.c. 952(a) .•
2
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Funding for state programs is decentralized. Grants from
NEH go to state councils composed of volunteer citizens in each
state. Although the day-to-day operations of the state councils
are directed by a small, nonvolunteer staff, progr~m and funding
decision.s are made by the council members. Generally, each
council has about ~O members and a membership policy designed to
assure broad public representation a_!)d regular ;-otation of members and officers. Specific information regarding the me~ber~
ship requirements and practices is provided in appendix III.
The state councils act as small grant-making bodies in each
state. They stimulate and respond to competitive proposals for
locally conceived and executed projects in the humanitie§.
State councils have wide discretio·ri in funding individual proj~cts.
~tH reviews an overall plari for each ~ouncil but does
not routinely review individual projects, because the authorizing legislation restricts NEH's role. NEH is responsible for
ensuring the state councils comply with est~blished requirements
but is prohibited from interfering in the selection of projects.
Appendix II summarizes the basic characteristics of the
grant-making processes used by the state councils we visited.
State councils have f~nded a wide variety of programs that
used many formats and involved large numbers of iQdivid~a~§.
Projects have been presented in a variety of settings, including
city parks and Grange halls, and have been conducted in different langu.ages, including many American Indian languages. State
pro.grams have engaged a large number of inc:lividuals and organizations in humanities programs. Grant activities have been
sponsored by more than 1,200 libraries, 1,000 museums, 850
historical societies, and 2,000 colleges and universities.
buring fiscal years 1981 through 1983, state councils gtanted an
average of about 3, ~90 awards, or a.bout 66 per council, which
generated over 29,000 activities and events. Grants to the
state councils as well as grants awarded by the state councils
c;an have two components: outright funds and gifts-and-matching
funds. Out~ight funds provide support for a percentage of total
prqject co§~S ~nd require some level of cost-sharing (cash
and/or in-kind) by the recipient. ~ecipien~s of gifts-andmatching awards are required to raise funds, up to an approved
ceiling which are then matched w~t~ federal funds. Addi~ional
infor~ation on state council activities and grants is provided
in appendix IV.
ADVOCACY QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN RAISED
IN A FEW PROJECTS FUNDED BY THE
STATE COUNCILS.REVIEWED
NEH policy states that it does not fund projects designed
to promote a particular political, ideological, ieligious, or
partisan point of view. Furthermore, one of the NEH guidelines
used to evaluate state councils specifically asks "To what
degree do project activities provide for a balance of viewpoints, thereby avoiding advocacy ot bias?" The issue of advo3
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cacy is addressed in a variety of ways by the state councils.
For example, the Oregon council's program guideiines state "We
do not fund soc~C!i or political action or projects that espouse
a particular political opiniol') or belief." Two of the 13 funding restrictions established by the Idaho council §lddress public
policy concerns and balance. These restrictions state that the
Idaho council cannot fund "projects that involve any direct
action or the planning of direct action to resolve iss~es of
public policy or publ~c concern,• or "projects that influence an
audience toward any single position or present a one-sided
treatment of an issue of public policy or public concern.•
During our review, the Florida council, while discour~ging
~dvocacy, did not have a written policy prohibiting advocacy.
Subsequently, the council adopted new guidelines whith
specifically state that the council does not support
•
• partisan soc(ai or poiiticai advocacy or action.•
Compared to the total number of projects funded by the
state councils reviewed, only a few have been judged by NEii or
the state councils to have advocated one po~nt of view. Out of
about 700 projects funded by the five state co_u11cils dur.ing
fiscal years 1982 and 1983, we identified 10 w~~ch raised
concerns or questions about advocacy. Of the !0 projects, 9
were fu~ded guring fiscal year 1983 and 1 was funded in fiSCC!l
year 1982, with some of the project activities held in fiscal
year 1983. Additionally, we had previously reviewed another
project that was f~nded in 1977. This project was reviewed by
our Office of the General Counsel, and we reported that the
project had not violated the policy prohibiting advocacy
(B-198218, April 24, 1980). we also identified 25 projects for
which funding w~~ denied by the five state councils from J~ne
1981 to March 1984 because of perceiveg advocacy. Nationwide
s~atistic<!l p~ofile reports maintained by NEH from fisc~l year
1981 to fiscal year 1983 indicate that the state councils have
cited advocacy as the reason for rejecting applications about 3
percent of the time.
While the number of projects in which advocacy questions
have been raised has been relatively small, the message from
these and other ptojetts can rea~h many people. According to
reports from the Division of State Programs, more than 25
million Americans participated in approximately 3,SOO project
activities in 1983. According to evaluation reports for the
f!ve projects we analyzed in which questions or concerns about
advocacy were raise~, nearly 4,100- individuals were in
attendarice. The audience sizes ranged from a_bout 100 people at
the project funded by the California council, to over 2,200 for
the Oregon council's project.
ADVOCACY QUESTIONS HAVE DEVELOPED
PRI~~RILY IN PUBLIC POLICY PROJECTS
Those projects in which advocacy questions or concerns have
been raised have most often been projects which focused on
4
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current issues-'"-pu~lic policy projects. In addition to naving
topics of current importance as the focus, public policy projects sponsored. by tne state councils are designed for general
audiences rather than for scholarly research or forma~ in~school
educ~tion, and provide opportunities for participation and discussion. Specifically, NEB guidelines on projects for general
audiences state:
--Members of tne public are encouraged to engage in critical thinkin~ and interpretation through project activities. The project promotes disciplined dialogue among
project participants.
--Scholars who participate in pubiic humanitie~ projects
value interaction with non-'"scholar members of the public.
topics and formats engage the interest of
participants.

~~Proj~ct

Of the 11 projects reviewed in which advocacy concerns were
raised, including the one project reviewed by our Office of the
General Co~n~ei, ld focused on pubiic policy issues. Of the 25
projects which the five councils denied funding because of perceived advocacy, 23 focused on public policy issues. ~ublic
policy projects focus on topics such as euthanasia, homosexuality, nuclear war, and abortion.
Although public policy projects have been associated with
questions about ad~ocacy, NEH's authorizing legislation allows
the funding of projects which relate the humanities to current
conditiOf:!S of national life. The public policy projects
~ponsored by the state councils provide NEH with a ffiechanism for
fulfilling this objective. State couhcil ~nd NEB officials
believe that about 20-25 percent of the state councils' projects
focus on public policy issues. Most projec~s funded directly by
NEH ar~ designe~ for humanities scholars, educators, and othirs
engaged professionally in the humanities. Other than the state
cobncils, one NEH di~ision, the General Programs Division, has
r~gularly funded projects which are designed for the public and
address current issues.
PROJECT SUMMARIES
The following two summaries of projects funded by the
Oregon and Idaho councils--which you specifically asked us to
review--provlde illustrations of projects where concerns about
advocacy were raised. Append ix V con.tain~ addition al summaries
of three projects funded by the California, Florida, and
Maryland councils which also raised concerns about advocacy.
PROJECT 1:

"What About The Russians?"

The Oregon council funded two projects entitled •wnat About
the Russians?" The fifst of these projects raised most of the
5
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advocacy concerns. The Oregon council awarded over $5,000 to
sponsor a 5-d~y symposium, from Aprii 2S to 29, 1983, held in
two cities, Albany and Corvallis. According to the application,
presentations on religion, art, literature, history, and
social/political thought in Russia would be included. In add~~
tion to the symposium, the organizers w~re sponsoring events for
the preced;ng and following weekends. Tne Oregon council. was
not asked to fund these events.
The council decision to fund the 5-day symposium was made
on February 11, 1983. Before that decision, NEH was contacted
by a group askiQg that the NEH Chairman intercede to prevent the
''unlawful use of federal tax money for use in poiitical
action.• This group opposed the disarmament views of the project's sponsors and believed the project would advocate disarmament.. In addition to the ietter to NEH, the group prepared
a statement which appeared in the local newspaper on the
subject.
Four days following the council's decision to fund the project, the original sponsor decided not to accept the grant
because of the allegations of advocacy. Shortly thereafter,
however, one of the co-sponsors requested to be designated as
the primary sponsor. The 6~egon council, in consultation with
NfH to assure compliance with p~ocedural and polic·y require.:
ments, approved the change. Furthermore, during this time petitions against the project were circulated, articles were printed
in the local newspapers opposing and supporting the project, and
four of the 23 organization~ that originally submitted letters
of support, withdrew their formal endorsement.
Concerns regarding whether the project would advocate disarmament continued to be expressed. In March 1983 NEH received
a congtessional inquiry about the project and in April 1983 an
NEB official observed the funded segment of the project.
In the opinion of the NEH ()ffi~ial in attendance, the p_ortions of the program fui:ided by the Oregon council were not in
violation of program policy directives against ;;idvocacy.
However, because of the nature of the surrounding events which
were not funded by the council, concerns were raised. The NEH
official's report states • . . • it is clear • • . that the
political activism preceded the interest -in-the humanities, and
the entire p~ckage . • • is designed to persuade towards tne .
• • views of the conference organizers.•
In response to the NEH concern, the Oregon colinc i 1
explained its position in a letter to the NEH Chairman. The
council stated it was aware of the possible bias in the weekend
activities not funded by the council but decided to fund the
5-day project because of the background and qualifications of
the speakers, the perspectives these speakers would be l.ikely to
espouse, the letters of support from the community, and because
the proposal made an effort to include equal time for opposing
6
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views. The letter further stated that to some extent the
council approved the project because of its proximity to the
political-discussions in an effort to enlarge public
understanding through the humanities events. Additionally, the
councii noted its efforts to ensure the proje9t'~ humanities
focus and independence by stipulating that political literature
could not be distributed at a11y of the events funded by the
grant and by requiring that the program's brochure include a
disclaimer that fu_nding for the humanities events d~d not
reflect encorsement of any views presented in the adjacent
weekend programs. As a final comment, the council noted that
although .inquiries arid negative comments were made prior to the
program, critical comments were not voiced by these individuals
following the program. Subsequently, however, the Oregon
council evaluated the practice of sponsoring proj'c~s that are
segments of larger no11~hurnanities events ana decided to
discourage this practice.
PROJECT 2:

"Russian Awareness Week"

Russian Awareness Week w.as funded by the Idaho council.
Project sponsors were awarded a grant to conduct a project consisting of a week of events aimed at increasing public awareness
and understanding o; Russia and Russians. The major portions of
the program involved an examination of th' values, attituces,
lifestyle, an_d cultural makeup of the Soviet people and the
discus·sion of current Soviet/American .relations from a historical perspective. The project consisted of three components:
presentations iri schools, community based events, and a 1-day
conference entitled "What About the Russians-?"
On June 24, 1983, the Idaho council decided to award over
$11,000 to conduct the program. On September i, 1963, Korean
Air Lines fiight 007 was shot down by the Soviet Union. This
incident signif icant1y contributed to the public interest in the
program. Articles appeared in local papers expressing concern
about the project and callin~ for its cancellation. Concern
that the program was inappropriate was first expressed to NEH at
the end of September. NEH responded that "given the potentially
partisan character of the subject matter, we have inquired to
determine whether the program iri .fact had the requisite balance
and detachment.• A_lso at about this time., NEH was notified of
concerns about the appropriateness of the project from
congressional sources and, in response, the state council
provided-details to NEH regarding the project's ~eveiopme11t and
approval.
Program modification~ and adjustments were made and
prior to the conference. The program sponsors, wi~h
approval of the council, asked s9me of the speakers to specificai1y discuss the Korean Air Lines incident. Additionally,
the keynote speaker, former Senator Frank ChurcJ:i, requested and
was granted additional time to address the incident. ~ecause of
time constraints and protocol considerations, the opposing view~
approv~d

- '1
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point was given the following day instead of directly fbllowing
the keynote speech.
The program was conducted from October 17 to 23, 1983, and
an NEH offici•l observed portions of the program. The resulting
NEH evaluation stated that the • • • • thrust and timing of the
conference as a whole seemed to be focused less on the
hu~afiities backgroun~ than on current poiiticai issues.• The
repo~t noted th?t while most of the presentations were "fine,•
the keynote speech • • • • had nothing of the humanities in it
• • • it was strictly advocacy • • • no attempt at balance." A
staff member and the- Idaho co·uncil Chairman expressed the
opinion that the keynote speech was not entirely within the
humanities nor was it entirely non...,partisan. Addit!O!l?lly, one
of the program'.s organizers stated that the speech differed from
the original intent and could have been considered a pro-peace
speech. However, in a statement which appeared in a local
paper, the council Chairman stressed that the speech was not the
entire project. Various aspects
Soviet culture were-explored
during the course of the project.
-

of

Additional concern was expressed by NEH regarding the timing of the project in conjunction with a peace march which was
held the day following the program. The official questioned
whet;her the program had been timed to complement the march which
was an international event, or whether the timing had been coincidental. According to bne of the project organizers, the timing was a matter of scheduling the facilities. The program was
not p~a_nned ~ro1,1nd the marcti. Furthermore, the organizer
stated, the group did not intend to advocate any viewpoint but
to educate the.community.
TOTAL ELIMINATION OF ADVOCACY IN
PUBLIC POLICY PROJECTS IS DIFF.ICULT
Because of the elements that constitute public policy
projects and the difficulty in controlling some aspects of these
projects, elimination of questions about advocacy is unlikely.
Public policy projects address current topics; affect a broad
spectrum
people; reach a diverse public; and, according to
NEH orientation matirials for new stite council members,
"contaih lively debates arid sti~ul~ting discoursi." Both the
Oregon and Idaho projects r~ised advocicy questions pri~arily
because they focused on current issues--social and political
thought in Russia, disarmament, current Soviet/American
relations, or the Korean Air Lines incident.

of

Furthermore, the discussion and participation aspects of
pubiic poiicy proje~ts ~re difficult to predict and therefore
difficult to control. State council members and staff stated
that it is impossible to know exactly what the particip?nts will
say or do. As one chairperson stated "If you give peo"ple the
8
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floor, they will express their opinions." Another chairperson
made the statement that • . • • even qualified humanists will
express opinions." Considering these factors, it is difficult
to predict ~il occasions when questions about advocacy may atise
durin~ some of these ptojects. ·
AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION
we received written comments on this report from NEH and
the state councils of California, Idaho, Maryland, and Oregon.
A complete set of the comments are included in appendixes VI
through X. The Florida council prov~ded ora_l comments. Ali
respondents were generally positive in their comments on our
report.
A number of comments were intended to enhance the report's
accuracy by providing more specific information or ~dditi9nal
clarification. We have revised the report, where appropriate,
to reflect these comments. For example, NEH com·mented on the
statement in our draft report that the Congress intended state
councils to be the principal vehicle for projects that relate
the humanities to current conditions of national life. NEH
stated that the draft report gave the impress!on th~t the
Congress originally directed th' s~a~e cougcils to focus on
these type of projects and overlooked the fact that these
projects have been funded by NEH as a whole and riot just the
state councils. We have amended this sentence on p~ge 2 of our
report by deleting the reference to the state councils as the
principal vehicle for fundi~g these fype projects. The NEH
comments also discuss the 1976 amendment to their legislation
which ailows the state councils to fund any type of humanities
project. On page 5 our report acknowledges the various types of
projects f~ndid by state councils and expiai~s that the majority
of projects funded are not public policy projects.
·
NEH also commented that our report is too negative on the
likelihood of eliminating advocacy. Their comments state that
"the draft report's tontluding pataQtaphs leave the reader with
the unfortunate impression that advocacy is an inevitable and
unavoidable by-product of public policy projects." We agree
with NEH's acknowledgement that the elimination of advocacy is
diCficult, especially in public policy projects. We also
believe that the elimination of advocacy is unlikely. However,
this is not intended to imply that efforts to reduce the
de~elbpm~nt of advocacy are un{mportant or inefte~tlve.
~EH and
the state councils demonstrated a dedication to prevent
occurrences of advocacy, and as we state in the report, there
have only been a few projects in which advocacy questions or
concerns have been raised. pe5pite these efforts to limit the
occurrenc:es of advocacy, we believe th~t those factors tt:iat
contribute to its development cannot always be controlled.
9
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Another comment by NEH related to whether all unsuccessful
grant applicants at the state level are pr9vided with the
reasons for rejection. NEH is of the opinion that all unsuccessful applicants receive information explaining the reasons
for denial. We found this not to be the case in all five state
councils we reviewed. Our work indicated that rejected applicants received var1ed levels of detail on the deniai r(!_nging
from a form letter to explicit information that enabled the
applicant to revise and improve its application. All five state
councils inform unsuccessful applicants that additional
information regarding the reasons for denial is available, as
we.ii ·as assistance to improve the application.
As arranged with your offices, we will send copies tb
interested parties and make copies available to others upon
request.

w 11 iam J. A_nderson
D rector

10
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APPENDIX I
SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

We conducted our rev~ew at NEH headquarters in Washington,
D.C., and at state council offices in San Francisco, Ca.;
Ba~t:imore, Md.; Boise, Id.; Portland, or.; and Tampa, Fl.
Additionally, w~ attended both a regional and national meeting
of state council thairpersons at which we interviewed or held
informal discussions with chairpersons and representatives of
several other state councils.
We interviewed a1i of the NEH staff responsible for monitoring the state councils anO reviewed the operations of five
state councils. As agreed with yoµr offices, additional state
councils were chosen to provide a broader perspective than would
have been provided by lifuiting the review to the Idaho and
Oregon councils. After working closely with NE~ staff to determine which coµnc~ls would lend insight· .into the range· of council
opetationsi the California, Florida, and Maryland c6uncils were
added. Selection of these three couDcils provided opportunities
to review (1) a council with a very large budget, (2) a council
which had received NER criticism fbr an unsati~factqry program,
and (3) a council which, according to NEH staff, actively
monitored some grants.
In the five state councils, we reviewed information documenting 11 projects which were judged by state council or NEH
o.fficials to have advocated a particular point of view. Nine of
these projects were funded during fiscal ~ear 1983, one was
funded in fiscal year 19'2 and the remaining project, which was
reviewed by our Office of the General .Counsel in 1980, was
funded in 1977. We also reviewed information documenting 25
project proposals fot which these state councils denied funding
because of potential advocacy during the period from June 1981
t6 March 1984. Our work aiso included
of the legislative history, authorizing legislation, and the policies and procedu.res of NEH and each of
the five state councils visited;

-~analysis

--reviews and analyses of budgetary and programmatic data;
--examination of grant applicat~ons, ~orrespondence, ·meeting minutes, membership records, and project files; arid
--review of studies and articles pertaining to state humanities councils.
Field work was conducted from January 1984 to July 1984.
This review w~s performed in accordance with generally accepted
goVetnment auditing standards.
·
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NEH AND THE FIVE STATE COUNCILS'
GRANT REVIEW PROCESSES
NEH employs a multitiered grant review process for all
applications. While the steps in the process for funding the
state councils are the same as for other NEB grants, there are
some differences. These include the nature of the grant application and the specific requirements set forth in the
legislation authorizing NEH tg fund state programs. The grant
review proc·esses used by the five state councils we studied were
also multitiered and sifuil~r to the NEH processes.
NEH's grant review process
A number of steps are involved in the review of NEH applications. In many NEH programs, applicants submit preliminary
applications. NEH staff review these drafts and advi~e pro~pec
tiire appiicants of their projec;ts' eligibility and competitiveness. NEH staff also review final applications to ass~re completeness and eligibility.
The next st•p in the process is a tevie~ of the project's
merit relative to other applications by outside panelists, NEH
staff select panelists familiar with the scholarly or professional field of the applications under consideration or with the
types of institutions, organizations, or groups involved in the
proposed project. Panels are compo~ed of at least four members
and are ~onvened for 1 or 2 days. During panel meetings, a
senior NEH staff member provides information and clarifies NEH
policies and procedures. The panel evaluations of the projects
are forwarded to the National Council.
In ~ddition to the panel review, outside specialists review
some applications to assess the meri~s of the projects. The
revi~w by outside specialists may occur before, at the time of,
or after the p~nel review• Outside specialists, like paneliits,
are chosen by the NEH staff on the basis of their expertise and
serve on a voluntary basis. NEH staff, in some instances, provide the comments of outside specialists to the review panel.
The application review process continues with the staff
assessment. NEH staff review the evaluations and comments of
the panelists and outside specialists, evaluate the merit of the
application, conside~ program guidelines and availability of
funds, and make funding recommendations.
Following the staff as§essment, the application is forwarded with the staff's recommendations and the evaluations and
comments of the outside specialists and reviewers to the
Nation~i Council.
Applications are first reviewed by the
appropriate National Councii committee of which there are six-Education, State, Fellowships, Research and Preservation,
General, and Challenge. Committees of the National Council
bring t~eir recommendations before the full National Council
2
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which then forwards funding recommendations to the Chairman.
Final funding decisions, as prescribed by law, are made by the
Chairman. The following chart summarizes the process.

THE NEB GRANT REvIEW PROCESS
-

-

Pre-application
contact
-

Specialist Review

-

I

--

I

-

Application
- ----

Panel Review
-

l

Staff Review

,...._

I

-

-

Staff
Assessment
I

-

National Council
Review
I
NEB Chairman's
·- -

-- --

Action

Distinct aspects of_funding the state councils
While in many respects the process for funding state councils is similar to the process for awarding most other NEH
grants, the general nature of state council applications and the
lack of competition are distinct features. The state council's
application for funding, the biennial proposal, is submitted
every 2 ye~rs and contains an assessment of the p_ast program and
a plan for the upcoming 2-year period. While applications to
most other NEH divisions explicitly describe a proposed project,
the state councils' appl.ications describe general programs. For
example, one application was submitted to the Research Division
to study the causes of divorce based on examination of the
conditions of marriage in 18~h century England.
In contrast,
on~ Oregon council proposal described project formats, such as
audience participation programs and projects involving the use
of a humanities consultant. rhis contrast results from the fact
that NE~ does not deal with the ultimate grantee, but rather the
state council performs analysis of specific regrant proposals.
The authorizing legislation allows NER to fund humanities
programming in each state; however, the absence of competitors
is the major reason the state funding process is not competi~
tive. NEH's reauthorizing legislation of 1976 mand~ted, among
other things, that NEH devote at least 20 per.cent of its outright progra~ funds to state programs, and during each of the 8
years since the mandate, NEH has obligated more than 20 percent
3
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of these funds. The legislation further requires that eich
§~ate which has a plan apptoved by the Chairman be aJlotted at
least $200,00Q unless total funds are insufficient, in which
case funds will be allotted in ~qual amounts. When availible
funds exceed the imount required to allot the $200,000 base
grants, the excess funds aie divided as foilows: 44 percent
equally divided among all councils, 22 percent allotted based on
state population, and 34 percent aistributed at the Chairman's
discretion. Since 1976 NEH generally awarded each state council
more than $200,000 each year except quring a council's planning
stage. NEH, however, is not required to supp9rt the currently
existing council. New groups can ipply and, if their compl~ance
plan, which addresses accountability measures, is approved by
the Chairman and if their apptications for the coming two-year
perioa is judged to be better, can receive funds from NEH. NEH
is prohibited from awarding funds to more than one group in eich
state through its Division of State Programs. Since 1976 only
one proposal from each state has been submitted.
The state councils' grant review ptocesses
Although the application review and award processes varied
among the state councils visited, each state's process involves
seve~al basic steps and each has si~ilarities to the NEH funding
process. Council st~ff conduct the initial phases of the application review process. They respond to inquiries and evaluate
draft applications. Prospective grantees make inquiries regard~
ing ideas for projects and those with ideas judged to be worthwhile and acceptable by the staff are encouraged to apply.
Council staff often assist ipplicants in transforming their
ideas into humanities p~ojects, and in some cases take an active
role in w;-iting or composing the application. Draft applications, which are encouraged, are also reviewed by the staff.
Staff mem_bers determine whether the project meets program guiae~
line§, evaluate the projects• competitiveness, provide comments
on the draft applications, and recommend improvements.
Council members review the final applications. Various
methoas are used by ~he state councils to conduct in-depth
reviews of grant applications. According to NEH staff, some
councils require ~11 members to read every applicition. On
other councils, like the Idaho and California councils, grant
review committees -or reader systems have been estabi ished • in
Idaho readers initiate the discussions when the application is
considered for funding and other members are encouraged to par~
ticipate on the basis o{ their review of each application. In
California, members serve on the grant review committee on a
rotating basis. These members prepare summaries of the applications which are used to reach funding decisions.
All of the councils reviewed use a set of general guiaelines which address humanities content, value for audience (and
schola~s), qualification of staff and consultants, ad~quacy and
feasibility of plan, and appropriateness of budget. Council
4
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members assess the application against these general guidelines
and specitic crite~ia and goals for each program. Council
member.s also consider assessments made by the staff. The staff
assessments vary in form and content but usually th* project
plan, the humanities aspects, and the budget are evaluated.
Without regard to the method used to PE!rform the initial
in-depth review of the application, all applications a~e
reviewed and discussed by the full council during grant award
meetings. Councils usually hold three br four ~j*tings per
year, s9me of wh!~h are open to the public. ·In an effort to
fund all worthwhile projects, the counc~ls generally do not
establish absolute funding limits at each meeting, but remain
aware of available funds.
State chairperson~, unlike the NEH Chairman, do not make
the final decisions. Final decis;ons ~re made by a majority
vote of the full council, and in two of the states reviewed,
Maryland and Oregon, the chairperson does not vote unless there
is ~ tie. Fundipg decisions include not only the options to
fund or reject, .but also iptermedi~te cho;ces. Decisions can be
made to fund with budget changes, fund with conditions, or
reject with the option to resubmit.
Applicants are notified of council decisions as soon as
possible following grant award meetings. Successful applic~nts
receive award packets, which usually contain the grant agreement
or contract and other materials that·provide information on the
council• s operations and the terms of the grant agreement.·
unsuccessful applicants have the opportuhity to rjceive information regarding the·reasons for denial. In Idaho, all unsuccessful applicants receive a written explanation of the council's
decision.
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STAT°E HUMA.NITIES COUNCILS' MEMBERSHIP,
GUIDELINES, JI.NO REQUIREMENTS
Under the 1976 and 1980 amendments to the NEH authorizin~
legislation, state humanities counciis aie required to adhere to
cert~in membership and nomination procedures.
NEH has promulgated certain guidel~nes and has expressed preferences as to how
the state councils should meet ~hese requirements. Specifically, .NEB requires that councils be balanced and broadly
represeritative.
NEB_ Hll.S. ESTJl.BLISHED SPECIFIC .PROCEDURES
FOR. STJl.TE COUNCILS' COMPLIJl.NCE WITH
MEMBERSHIP AND NOMINJl.TION REQUIREMENTS
According to the 1976 amendments to the NEH's author.izing
legis}ation, state councils must submit to NEH for approval a
cofupliance plan showing that the council has satisfiid sevetal
acc6untability requirefuents. The requirements incluOe general
procedures fo·r the states to follow regarding council membersl:tiP
and nomination processes. Among other requirements, the compliance plan of a itate council must estabiish (1 l piocedµ~es for
appointment of gubernatoria! nominees, (2) a membership policy
designed to assure. broad public representation, (3) an operi
homiriation process, and (4) a proc~ss fQr regular member~
ship rotation. Pursuarit to these legis!at!ve req~irements, NEB
has stated cer~ain preferences and has established specific
means for compliance.
Compliance plan membership and
nominat·iori requirements
The NEH legislation requires each council to file a compliance plan establi~hing "a membership policy which is designed to
assure broad public representation." NEH'i interpretation of
broad representation resulted in a recommendation 9f a minimum
number of 20 counc~l m~mbers, includin~ gubethatorial appointments. NEB has stipulated that a 5maller council may be justifiable in unusual circumstances and ~hou!d be expl~ined in the
plan. NEB has further stated that plans provide that approx~
mately half oC the council mefubers be "public members" including
a varlet~ of individuals from business: labor: agriculture: the
professions (i.e., doctors, lawyers, and journalists): minority
groups: and civic organizations. Tbe other half should be
professionals in the humanities--scholars, administrators from
coiiege~ and universities, and professional writers and editors
in the humanities.
The att also requires that each state council's comp!ian9e
plan provide for the appointment of four council members by the
governor, as long as these appointmentj do not c6mpri§e ~ofe
than 20 percent of the total membership. Before 1980, only two
6
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~ubernatorial appointments were iequired.
However, in 1980 the
Congress decided t~a~ the involvement of state governments
needed to be expanded. Pursuant to these concerns~ NEH allowed
a council with 20 or more members to either maintain that councif is present size, with the governor is a~dit{onal appointments
filling curre~t vacancies, or to expand the membership to accommodate the aaditional app9intments. A council with a membe·p;;hip
of 19 or fewer was requested to expand or aajust its membership
as necessary, to accommodate at least one additional member
b'eyond the two appointments previously made.

The compliance plan must also provide "a nomination p~o
cess which assures oppor~un~ties for nomination to membership
from various groups within the St?te • • • and from a variety of
segments of the population of such State." ~tH requires that
the cou11c!l.s have procedures which, at a minimum, include written solicitat~on at least annually of nominations for member~
ship.
Solicitations (lre required to be directed to appropr;!.(lte
organizations and institu~ions within the state. Written
solici ta ti on no·rmally includes notices in the council's newsletter. Additional written solicitation is recommended if substantial numbers of nominations are not ieceived from all
appropriate groups. The precise procedures used for consideration of all nominees and ~or election to membership must be
described in the plan.
Finally, the compliance plan must provide "for a membership
rotation process which il.ss~res the regular rotation of the
membership and officers" of each council. NEB believes that
this requirement ensures a ro~t~ne and continuous infusion of
new people to the council as well as needed continuity ahd
stability. NEB p~efers a maximum 4-year term with at l~as~ 1
year between re,.-election to anothei; term for any individual.
However, NEB will also accept two 3-year term!; of service,
resulting in _a maximum period of ser-Vice of. 6 ye(lrs. Any terms
longer th_(l_n this will be approved by NEH only in extraordinary
circumstances. Officers should serve no longer than a maximum
of i consec~t~ve.years in the same office. Although NEH
approves the length of terms, it does not exercise any authority
over individuals selected to serve.
Recently, concerns about the Idaho council's membership
rotation practices were brought to NEH's attention by most. of
the council members who expressed the opinion to NEH that the
2-year terms were insufficient to prov~de them opportunity to
effectively aid in managing the co~ncil. As a result of these
concerns, NEH recommended that the Idaho council extend its
terms for members from ~ years, once renewablei to 3 or 4 ~ears
and for officers from 1 to 2 years. Idaho has lengthened its
members' term to 4 Y~ilrs. The Oregon council continues to have
1 1-year tern for officers and 4-year terms for members.
7
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State councils reviewed generally
adhere to membership requirements
Generally, the five state councils we visited were adhering
to NEH membership guidelines and recommendations. All of the
councils were ih compliance with the requirement that gubernatorial appointments comprise no more than 20 percent of the
total membership. For example, t~e ~~egon councii has 4 gubernatorial appointees out of a total of 21 members.
Four of five councils also were in compliance with the
requirement that the membership policy assures ·~road public
representation." NEH has recolllJTiended that councils have a minimum number of 20 members as one of the means to achieve broad
representation. Approval must be obtained from NEH if a council
wishes to have fewer than 20 members. Accordihg to the Idaho
council's most recent proposal (1983-85), the counc~l currently
has 16 members--13 elected and 3 gubernatorial appointees.
However, the Idaho compliance plan submitted to .and approved by
NEH indicated 19 members--16 elected and 3 gubernatorial
appointees. During our review, the Idaho council had not
obtained NEH approval for its council size. Subsequently, NEH
approved Idaho's new compliance plan requiring the council to
have 18 members.
STATE COUNCILS REVIEWEO ARE MAKING
FURTHER EFFORTS TO ACHIEVE BROAD
REPRESENTAT.ION IN THEIR MEMBERSHIPS
In addition to comply~ng with NE.H _r;equi~ed m~mb~rship and
nomination procedures, the state councils we rev.iewed have
expanded these procedures to try .to ensure greater accountability. Expanded efforts followed by the state councils include
sensitivity to geographic representation, and other factors
including male/female balance, ahd minority and ethnic
representation.
State humanities councils
consider geographic distribution
All of the state councils we reviewed--Idaho, Oregon,
California, Maryland, and Florida--were concerned with the geographic distribution of thl;!ir me.mber-ships. Each council
attempts to ensure diversi~y in its membership by choosing
members from different areas of their .states. For example, the
Idaho council has established a requirement that a certain number of members come from each of three regions of the state-North, southwest, and Southeast Idaho. Similarly, the Florida
cou.ncil has sought representatives from specific geographic
areas, and the Oregon council uses geographic distribution as
one of their criteria for selecting members.
8
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Representation_of females, minorities,
and ethnic groups is considered
All of the state councils we reviewed were aware of the
nE!ed for female, minority, and/or ethnic representation. For
exampie, the Idal}o council has established a requirement that an
attempt be made "to approximate a numeri9al equality between men
and women and to include representation fro~ ~daho's ethnic communities • • • • • The Oregon council. stipulates that membership
should include a balance between men and women and "adE!quate
minority representation.• The Ctiifornia council requires that
membership constitute •an appropriate repre::;entation of women
and ethnic minoritie~·-" A June 1984 membership bretkdown for
the California council shows that, of a total of 20 members,
fhere are 10 men and 10 women. it also shows that there are 15
Caucasians, 2 Blacks, 2 Hispanics, and 1 Asian member. While
not exact, the California Council's membership is a very close
approiimation to these ethn~c groups' represehtation in
California's population as a whole, according to 1980 census
reports.
NOMINATION AND MEMBERSHIP
SELECTION PROCEDURES VARY
AMONG TBE STATE COUNCILS
state councils utilize different methods of solicitation of
nomii:iees for membership. Calls.for membership are issued in
ne~sletters, newspaper::;, and the mass media.
Standing members'
involvement in sponsoring nominees varies. In all of the states
revieweq, n9minating or membership COl!IJ!liti:ees are responsible
for evaluating prospective nominees and recol!IJ!len,:iing final
candidates. New members are selected by the full council during
the annual meeting.
State councils use different methods _of_ solicitation
In addition to written solicitation in the councils' news(which NEB views as a minim~mj, four of the five councils we reviewed employ other me-thods of announcing a call for
membership. fo; example, the Maryland council-solicits nominations through advertisements in newspapers, press releases to
various institutiogs tnd organizations, public ser~ice announcements on public radio, letters from the Chairperson to appropriate state institutions and organizations, and self- or secondparty nominations, f~e idaho council solicits candi~ates-from
organizations on their mailing list and will contact scholars
whose names appear on program agendas of funded projects. Idaho
will also contact previously unsuccess~ul nominees to inquire
ab9ut their interest in being considered again. In addition to
using its newsletter to solicit nominations, the Oregon
le~ters
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council's Grant Application Guidelines and Program Report
contain requests for nominations.I
The California Council generally relied upon an al}nual
announcement in iti newsletter to iolicit no~illations for new
members. fn 1983 a special nomination form was mailed to the
B,700 organizations and individuals who receive its newsletter,
and 225 nominationi were received. The Florida council's May
19s~ compliance plan states that "written .solicitation of
nominations is made annually throughout the state • • • • If
sufficient nominations are n.ot received from all appropriate
gi;ol,!pS, additional wr.itten requests for nominees ar~ made."
During the co~rse of our review, the Flotida council primarily
used its newsletter to announce calls for membership. Althou~h
the council's newsletter was sent to 16,ooo·organizatiol}s and
academicians statewide, the staff informed us that a relatively
small num.be;- of nominations were received during the last call
for membership. According to th~ staff, this was attr.ibutable
.to the transient nature of Florida's population and the large
number of -senior citizens, which result in fewer volunteers from
the generai public. NEB recommends that additional written
solicitation be undertaken if ~ubstantlal n~mbers ~f nominations
are not received -fro!Jl diff:~rent groups. - The Florida council,
however, did not employ additional written solicitation.
Nominations by standing.members
occur infrequently ·
11,lthough current standing members are permitted to nominate
candidates, this was not often done by members of the. councils
reviewed. Based on a review of records from past membership
nomination cycles, usua~ly nominees wete either self-nominated
or nominated by a second party. One except~on to this practice
is the Florida council. All nominees to the Florida council
must be sponsored by or meet with a council member or the
Executive Director. Information about the candidate is then
communicated to the nominating comJilittee.
·.
·
1The Oregon 9ouncii's Grant Application Guidelines explain the
composition, purpo~e, a_nd work of th·e· coun·ci1·· and provide a
step-by-step procedure ~o~ submitting proposals. The
gu~delines are p~blished biennially and are made available to
all requestors.
The Program Report contains a description of grants and
activities, methods of application for grants, expenditures,
meml:;>ership, and methods of nomination. The report is made
available to everyone on the CC)Uncil's mailing list, including
the Governor and othef state officials, and to educational,
c~iturai, civic, business, labor, and public interest
organizations.
10
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Nominating committees aid in.membership selection
Nominating committees are responsible for evaluating candidates for membership an9 recommending nominees to the full council for their revie~ and consideration. Each state council has
its ow~ specific procedures and requirements; however, the
general procedures are similar for the state councils reviewed.
According to N~H staff responsible for oversight of ali
state councils, the procedures followed by the Oregon council's
nominating committee are typical of state councils' procedures
in general. .After the applications for membership are received,
a nominating committee of the Oregon council reviews t\'lem and
develops a list of se!ect'd candidate~ accotdintj to relevant
criteria such as equal balance of public membl:!rs ~nd humanities
scholars, geographic distributioh, ade~uate minority represen~a~
tion, and balance of men and women. Tlie list of selected candidates is·· then· forwarded to council members prior to the annual
meeting for their considera~ion. N9minations are decided upon
by majority vote of the full council.
The state councils have different ways of handling vacancies before the expiration of a member'!;! term. The Idaho council has filled vacancies from rosters of past u~successful qual~
ifi~d c~ndidates.
Similarly, the Oregon council may at any
regularly scheduled meeting choose a successor from a pool of
pre·vious nominees to serve out an unexpired t:erl)I. 'i'he
Cal~fornia council, on the 6thet hand, usually leaves vacancies
unfilled u~til the next nomination cycle.
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NEH GRANTS
TO STATE HUMANITIES COUNCILS
FISCAL YEAR 1981 - .FISCAL YEAR 1984
FY. 1981
outri9ht Funds
- - All States
- Lowest
Average
Highest

s

CaliforniCi
Florida
Idaho
Maryland
Oregon

$1,103,183
485,533
333,j34
370,000
349,000

219,000
4~7,181

FY 1982

FY 1983

29,950
374,380
764,900

$201,000
367,354
768,945a

$201,000
367,208
639,000

$764;900
471,800
300,199

$755,609
450,700
297,795
341,000
j90,925b

$§39,000
389,000
305,000
352,000
329,000

s

s

s

1,103,18.3

360,8~3

310,000

FY 1984

Gif.ts-and-Matchin9 Fimdsc
All Stat·es
Lowest
$ 1, 500
56,916
Average
299,452
Highest

s

California
Florida
tdaho
Maryland
Oregon

$196,152
0
54,450
0
1 I 1 10

$167,511
38,458
1i;;;,;;54
21, 329

$175,485
30,219
70,540
149,984
57,663

s

29,950
4??,i39
961,052

$201,000
436,816
981,942

$201,000
453,255
889,000

$961,0??
471,800
3.54 I §49
360,833
311,110

$923,120
489,158

$814,485
419,219
375,540
501,984
386,663

$299,452
25,000
41,275
100,000
12,213

Total
All .States
Lowest.
Average
Highest

s

California
Florida
Idaho
Maryl, and
Oregon

$1,402,635
510,533
374,409
470,000
361,213

221 ,0()0_
491,908
1,402,635

1 , 100

68,4i~

201,293

1 , 51 5
75,132
404,900

9§,~96

3_94,1~1

~06,5~4

412,254

3,000
86,047
434,837

aThis figure includes two projects treated as one for
administrative purposes.:
$644,000 for the regular operating
grant and $124,945 for a special project.
bThis figure includes two projects -treated as one for
administrative purposes:
$317,000 ~or the regular operating
grant and $73,925 for a special project.
cThese fig~res ~epresent the gifts-and-matching funds applied to
projects funded during the respective fiscal year.
All
councils do not receive a gifts-and-matching award each year.
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STATE HUMANITIES COUNCIL STATISTICAL .PROFILE - NATIONWIDE

FY 1981

FY 1982

FY 1983

FY 1904a

Applications
App~icati,ons received
Applications approved
Percent of total

5,239
3,3~0

64

4,792
3,186
66

5,327
3,761
71

3,924
1,282
67

Outri9ht Grant .. size
Lowest
Median
Highest

$

30• $
10
1,701
1,~0?
89,074 75,000

$

10
1, 500

75,ooo

$

so

1,500
60,000

acomplete data for FY 1984 was not available as of 12/12/84.
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SUMMARIES _OF PROJECTS

This appendix provides information about proj!;!cts funded by
the California, Fio~ida, and Maryland state councils which, in
t_he judgment of NEH or state council officials, raised questions
or concerns about advocacy. These summaries provide a
chronology of events related to the projects ~nd describe the
basis for the concerns about advocacy.
"Money, Parties and the
Electoral Process"
The California Council for the Humanities (California council) funded the project "Money, Parties and the Electorai
Process." The application stated the spon_sors proposed to convene a group of leaders from t_he humanities and others to discuss, propose, and publish recommendations on .illiproir.ing the
California· political process. The aim of the project was to
strengthen the understanding of democratic value structures central to our form of representative government. Initially the
California council decided the project had merit but also had
deficiencies and suggested the sponsor revise the application
and resubmit it for later funding cons!deration. Four points
were listed as needing revision or elaboration: (1) increased
involvement of the humanists, (2) indication of how a nonadvocacy- forinat -and bafance of perspectives would be insured,
(3) development of plans for involvement of diverse constituencies and for wide dissemination of conference results, and
(4) adjustment of the b4dget.
The sponiori resubmitted the
application and addressed each of the points. The sponsors'
reply to the councri·~ concern about balance s~ated that participants were selected partly because of their viewpoints, and
provided details on the participants backgroun4s, areas of
expertise, perspective~ on the issue~, and tl}e roles they would
play ~n the progra~. The sponsors also noted that the program
included persons who advocated major change as well as those who
sought de-regulation.
On May 13, 1983, the California council decided to ,ward
the sponsors a grant of about $11,000 to cond~ct ~he conference
and publish a report. In 6ctober 1983, shor~~y before the
conference, a staff member noted a change in the project's
sponsor which had not been approved by the council. The staff
member indicated that the change could compromise the council's
stance of non-advocacy.
The conference was held October 8, 1983, with a staff
member from the California council in attendance. In the
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opinion of the staff member, the conference bore little
resembla_nce to the proposal and furthermore, the humanists
listed as participa11ts ~n response to the resubmissi,on offer did
not participate. Clarification from the sponsots was sought.
in response the project director explained the terms of the
agreement were not fully understood. Regarding the nonparticipation of the humanists, the sponsor stated. the date ultimately
chosen for the conference was inconvenient for a number of the
originai particip~nts. The sponsor safd th~t the humanities
were addressed and efforts were made to maintain balance i_n the
presentations. However, the sponsor pledged to include an even
greater humani~tic perspective. in the report and to include
disclaimers and cautionary notes in the publication to avoid any
confusion caused by the present?tion that could be construed as
advocating a particular view point.
The final report, publisheq in the spring of 1984, was
reviewed by a California counci:L staff member who concluded that
the portion of the grant which paid ;or the publication had
somewhat balanced a conference that "hag little humanities
analysis and much practical focus.• While the cou~cil was
concerned about advocacy during the project's development, the
council judged the program deficient primarily because of its
inadequate humanities content.
"The Governor's Challenge Program"
The Governo~·~ Ghallenge Program was a special program
designed and funded by the Florida Endowment for the Hum~nit~es
(Florida council). The program was implemented by the Florida
council through multiple fegrant sponsors and was developed to
elicit financ~al support from the state governmen1; 1;() increase
available funds for humanities programs. Selected Floridians
were invited by Florida's Governor to regional confererices and a
final statewide conference to discuss the state's most important
and challenging social policy issues. Participants in the
conferences read from a human~ties reader and discussed the
implications of the readings for the PFOblem they were to
address. Humanities scholars were assigned to eac.h small
discussion group to provide a humanities focus. The
deliberations were intended to ie~d to specific proposals and
the recommendation of a solution for implementation.
Based on the review of the. Florida council's 1984~1986
biennial propos.ai, NEH reviewers, panel is ts, and Division of
State Programs staff expressed concerns about the Governor's
Chaiienge Programs on crime control, which took place ~n early
1983, and growth management, which took place in late 1983.
They judged the~e programs to be "primarily agendas for social
charige, rather than programs in the humanities." NEH objected
to the use of the hum?nities to advocate solutions to· public
policy issues and believed that reaching a consensus on public
policy issues was not a humanities activity. NEH also felt that
15
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the Florida council had allocated too much of its total funding
for programs of its own design, rather than to the traditional
z:!'.!gr'!'l~ program.
The Florida council awarded $75,950 ·ancC
·
$96,45,, respectively, for the Challenge Programs on crime
control and growth managem~nt.
As a resl,!lt of NEH concerns about this program and other
special initiatives, the ~lori~• council received a 1-year
conditional grant in August 1983 with the pr9viso that only
administrative funds would be awarded initially by NEB, with the
remainder awarded after certain conditions had been met. in
March 1984, having been satisfied that changes in program design
a.nd 9perations had been made, NEH released the rem,ining program
development and regrant funds to the Florida council.
The Florida council admitt~d that the Challenge Programs
were not always fully successful, especia~!y i!'l terms of centering on the huf!lanities. Because of the difficulty with ensu;-ing
a humanities focus and NEB 9oncerns about using the humanities
to ~olve public policy problems, the '=ou.nc~l decided that the
Challenge Program be continued only if the state legislature
appropriated funds: NEH funds would not be used in the futu.z:e.
nNuclear Deterrence:

Moral and Political Issuesn

A proj'ect entitled nNucie,r Deterrence: Moral and Political Issuesn was subm1tted for funding consideration to the
Maryl,nd Committee for the Humanities (Maryl,nd council). During the project, a workshop from April 7 to 9, 1983,
philosophers, ethicists, hist9r~ans, political scientists, and
experts on arms control attended to presegt a!'ld comment on
papers or participate in panel discussions. Accorcl,igg to the
applicatiog, the goal of the project was to explore the relevant
and moral issues related to nuclear deterrence and to achieve a
deeper understanding about these issues. ·The spons6r stated
that while ~he goal of the project was not to debate political
and strategic questions, n9r to achieve a consensus on what the
policies should be, these issues could not be discussed onl~ in
the abstract. Therefore, two sessions ndevoted to current
controversies" were included in the project.
on November 6, 198 2, the Maryland council decided .not to
fund t9e project but requested resubmission and s~ip!,!lated
several conclitions. In summary the conditions stipulated by the
Maryland council were: (1) balance 6f opinions must be assured:
(2) vitae with 4etai!ed background.information must be supplied;
CJ~ complete information--who wi~l speak, their exact topics,
and point of view--ml,!'t. be provided; (4) other representft~ves
should be included: (5) detaiis of publicity should be given
and; ( 6 l space rental costs cannot be chaz:ged t.o Maryland council funds. The sponsor resubmitted the pz:op9sal and responded
to the council's conditions on December 10, 1982. On January
25, 1983, the Maryland council awarded $3,700 in outright funds
16
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and made a gifts-and-matchinq award offer of $3,500 to support
the project.
During a telephone conversation in March 1983, council
staff members ie~rned of changes fn the project from the sponsor
and inform~d the sponsor to write the council regarding these
changes. In respohse to this telephone conversa~ion, both the
sponsor and the council wrote letters to each other. The letter
from the sponsor, dated March 31, 1983, described the final program for the project. According to the sponsor, some of the
speakers were not able to participate but replacements were
obtained. In thP letter to the sponsor, also dated March 31,
1983, the Maryland council st_(lted tha~ all changes in the program mqst be approved in writing. Additionally, the letter
stated funds will hot be released until these conditions have
been met.
The sponsor~ expressed displeasure with the council's
interference with the project and expressed the opinion that
since the project had beeh approved, they were "entitled to
recei~e • • • the • . • funds awarded us."
Furthermore, the
sponsor stated "I also want to m~ke it clear that my March 31
le~t~• is not a reguest for permission of any sort."
The council forwarded another letter to the sponsor stating the issue is
one of compliance with contract conditions which stipulate that
all changes in the project as funded must be approved in writing
by the council Chairman or Executive Director, in response, the
sponsor wrote a letter to the council expressing the opinion
that the contract requires that the sponsor complete the project
as outlined in the proposal.. The sponsor's letter further
stated that "The number of sessions, the formats of the sessions, the order of the session_s (Ind t.he generai positions of
the speakers on the 1ssues at hand are all in the end, exactly
as out],ined inthe beginning--the program as outlined has not.
changed. Therefore, there are no changes for which the
Chairman's approval could be requested." The sponsor found it
incredible that the council would attempt to exercise a nameby-name veto over the participants and ~tated that such approval
would be unconstitutional and "seriously invasive of acade~ic
freedom." The Chairman of the Maryland council wrote to the
sponsor and stressed that the policy iequiring approval of project changes was a longstand!ng one for which no exceptions have
been made. The sponsor was invited to contact NEH if there were
further guestions regarding the propriety of the policy.
The council chairman approved the list of new participants
and the project was held April 7 to 9, 1983. One member of the
Maryland council attended the project and prepared an evaluation
report. The council member stated reasonable efforts were made
to conform to the council's requirements and recommendations i_!nrl
while a few reservations were noted, the formal requirements for
a balanced program were met. The counc_il member nqted that
while the changes made in the program did not affect its bal~
ance, substitutions in other projects might produce unacceptable
17
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changes. Additionally the council member stated "This is a
problem that can aiise in many projects ig ~he interval between
the approval of the pi6ject a~d the actual, final structure and
cohdu~t of the prog~am,
It is clearly a probl~m that requites
seriou~ cohsidetation.•
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NATIONAL ENDOWMENT

FOR

THE HUMANITIES

wASHINGTC?N· D.C. 2o:soe

THE CHAIRMAN

March 14, ·1985

Mr. William J. Anderson
Director, General Government Division
0.s. General Atcounting Office
Room 3866
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20548
Dear Mr. Anderson:
Thank you for g;ving me an opportunity to read and respond
to the GAO d_raft rep~rt Information Concerning Advocacy iii
National Endowment for. the Humanities• Projects funded by Five
State Councils.
The report seems to me and my staff to be generally quite
accurate. We have noted a few statements we think are
incorrec~, misle~ding, or in our view are in need of additional
comment or clarification. A list of ·s~~geited corrections is
enclosed.
If you have any questions concerning this matter, please
contact Bruce Carnes, Director of the Office of Planning and
Budget. ~is phone num6jr i~ 786-0428.

Sincerely,

',~1lt'

/1

-

'<John, Ag. sto
Acting hairman

Enclosure

[GAO Note: Unbracketed page numbers throughout this letter refer to
the draft report. · Page numbers in brackets refer to the final report.)
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Comments from the National Endowment f'or __ the. Humanities on the. GAO
draft re~ort "Information Concerning Advocacy in· Na tiona I- ·tndowment
For the umanit1es Projects Funded by Five State Councils•
Page 1, 1:13-:16 [1:14-16]
The draft report states: "Because of the nature of public
policy projects, it is difficult to eliminate entirely a!l questions
of advocaty which may ariie during these projects."
"Difficult," but perhaps not impossible. In any event, the
effort to minimize such projects goes on. The following sehtence
should probably ·oe aodeo: "Nevertneiess, ootn tne Endowment and the
state committees agree that public funding of ideological, partisan,
or political advocacy projects is illegitimate, and that continued
efforts must be made to prevent their occurrence.•
Page 2, paragraph 4
The draft report states: "The legislative history expressly
indicates that the Congress intended state councils to b~- t~i
principal vehicle for projects that ... related the humanities to
'current conditions of national life.'"
This statement is incorrect and misleading. It gives the
erroneous impression that the Congress originally directed the st,te
councils to focus on public policy issues, and ignores the fact that
since 1976 the councils have been directly encouraged by the
Congress to fund a variety of program types.
· In 1970, the Congress amended th~ definition of the humanities
in the NFAH Act by adding the phrase "with particular attention to
the relevance of the humanities to the current conditions of
national life." This definition applied and still applies to the
Endowment as a whole, not to any particular pro~ram. As of 1970,
the state program had neither been formally established by NEH nor
mandated by the Congress.
In the early years of the state program, 1972-1976, the
Endowment stipulated that all giants mide by stite ~ouncils must
relate to issues of public pol~cy. Although the requirement met
with Congressional approval, it was not congress~onaJJy mandated or
requested. By 1976 it had become clear to all that the emphcisis on
public policy issues was overly restrictive. Consequently, the
Congress amended the· NFAH Act in 1976 by stating explicitly that
state cgunci!s could make grants for~ type of humanities project
authorized for NEH in Section 7(c), wITFiout regard to whether the
project addres.sed issues of public policy.
While we have taken steps to prevent the funding of political
advocacy, bo~h in the sta~e program and in other Endbwment programs,
our efforts are complicated by the presence in the legislation of
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the •current conditions of national life" phrase. This phrase,
appended to a definition that otherwise consists of a list of
humanities disciplines, strikes us as unnecessary. Further, i t
impedes our ability to judge applications on the basis of their
worth as humanities projects, and not on their relevance or
-tbpicality of ·the mo~eAt ..
Page 4, .1:17-19 [1:12-16]
The draft report states: "The ~lorida council discourages
advocacy but d!'.'e.~ ~!'.'t have ~ .,ritt1>n policy which prohibits
a dvOCaCy."

At !ts Board meeting October 11-12, 19~4, the Florida Endowm~nt
for the Humanities adopted new guidelines which specifically state:
"FEH does not support ... partisan social or political advocacy or
action."
Page 4, 2:3-4
The draft report states:

"Ou~

of about 700 projects funded ... •

It is not clear what "700" refers to. Is it the total number
of projects funded by_ t_he five state councils, or a sample of
projects surveyed by GAO?
Page 5, 2:1:'2

[2:1-3]

The draft report states: "Of the 11- projects reviewed in which
advocacy concerns were raised, 10 focused on puolic policy issues."
It is not clear what "11" refers to, since the number "10" was
used on the previous page, paragraph 2.
Page

.9

[Pages B and g]

Tne draft report's conc~uding paragraphs leave th~ reader with
the unfortunate impression that advocacy is an inevitable and
unavoidable by:p~oduc~ of public poilcy proje~t~. ~e think the
following shou~d be a~ded at tha and to keep the m~tter clear:
Nonetheless, though eliminating advocacy is difficult,
especially in public policy projects, continued efforts should be
ma de to assure that advocacy does not occur. Policies such as those
adopted by the Oregon, Florida, and other committees should help
foreitall similar occurrences in the future. ~EH is urged to
continue to see to it that the state commiitees do not support
projects advocating political positions.
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Page .. 10, 2nd paragraph, last two sentences [Pagel, Appendix l]
The order of the states should correspond to the order of the
three descriptions in the last sentence. Florida corresponds to 113
and should be listed third. Maryland corresponds to 112 and should
be listed second.
Page .ll, 3:2-3 [Page 2, Appendix II, 3:2-6]
The draft report states:
a pool of volunieer~.·

"NEH staff select the panelists from

Panelists ate not selected from any list or •pool." They are
invited individualiy to participate on the basis of their
experience, knowledge, and sound judgment.
Page 11, 4: 6-8

[Page 2, Appendix II, 4:.6-7]

The draft report states:
outside specialists ... "

"NEH staff provide the comments of

This is incorrect. It should read: "NEH staff in some
instances ptovide the comments of ~utside specialists to the review
panel. The NEH staff review the evaluations ... and prepare staff
comments."
Page_l2, 1:6-7 [Page 2, Appendix II, 6:4-7]
The draft report states: "Applic~tions are first reviewed by
the appropriate National Council committee of which there are
five .. ~··
·
This is incorrect. There are six committees: Education,
State, Fellowships, Research and Preservation, General, and
Challenge.
Page 13, 2:19-.20 [Page 4, Append.ix II, 1:12-18]
The draft report states: "New group~ can apply and, if their
applications are judged to be better, can receive funds from NEH."
It would be more ·accurate to say: "New groups can apply and,
if their compliance' plan (accountability req•Jirements of the
statute) is approved by the chairman and their application for the
coming two-year period is judged to be better, they can receive
funds from NEH. NEH is prohibited from awarding funds to more than
one group in each state through its Division of State Programs.
Since 1976, only one proposal from each state has been submitted."
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Page 14,. 4:4-5 [Page 5, Appendix!!, 2:4-5]
The draft report states: "Councils usually hold three or four
meetings per year, all of which are open to the public."
This is incorrect. Not all council meetings are· open to the
public; it varies from state to state.
Page 14, 5:2 [Page 5, Appendix II, 3:2)
In line 2, the word "alone" should be struck.
Page 1.4,. 6:6_::7 [Page 5, Appendix II, 6:6-7]
The draft re~ort states: "Unsuccessful applicants have the
opportunity to receive information regarding the reasons for denial."
This is misleading. We· suggest: "All unsuccessful applicants
are provided with the reasons for rejection by the state c·ouncils.•
Page .20, first paragraph [Page 10, Appendix III, 1 :.5-21)
In the Compliance Plan filed by the Flori.da Endowment for the
Humanities on May 25, 1984, the plan states: "Written solicitation
of nominations is made· annually throughout the state; including
virtually all of the major cultural, educational, government~l,
minority groups, scholarly, civic, and ~ublic intetest groups ... If
sufficient nominations are not received from all appropriate groups,
i~diti~nal wriiten requests for nominees ari made."
APPENDIX IV, J:>age_ 22 [Page 12]
Outright Funds
All States
Lowest for FY 1982 should match lowest for Totals:
(planning grant to the iirgin islands).

$29,950

Highe~t

for FY 1983 $768.945. Footnote: This is the New
York Council award. The· figure -includes two projects treated
as one for administrative purposes: $644,000 for the regular
operating grant and $124,945 for a special project.
Oregon FY 1983 $390,925. Footnote: As with the New York
this amount includes two projects: $317,000 for the
regular operating grant and $73,925 for a special project.

~ward,
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Gifts-and-Matching Funds
All states
Lowest for all four years should be $0.
The footnote should note that these figures are for matching
funds; they do not include gift money. Also, they are based
on dollars raised by states during fiscal years rather than
for particular offers.
fatal
Low.est FY 1983 and FY 1984 should be $201,000 (Virgin Islands).
This state h~ s not yet raised gifts to use matching funds
although they received a $5,000 offer in 1984. Fof
consistency, the offer should n6t be included.
By State List. for FY .1984
The· totals represent outright plus mati:hir'ig offers rather than
amount of mat~hing funds ai:ty~lly used. For consistency these
figures should be changed. Correct totals for 1984 are:
814, 485

California
Florida
Idaho
Maryland
Oregon

419,219
375,,540

501,984
·386,663
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COUN.CIL
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MUMAN(l'l~S

Suoll' 001

San f-run·.•~<
LA. Y4.IQ6
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--

Jl),-')'ll • IJ7!

March 11, lg8s

•
Mr. William J. Andersen

Director
United _States General Accounting Office
Washinqtcn, O.C. 20548
Oear Mr. Andersen:
Thank ycu for sending portions cf the GAO -draft report Information Concerning
Advocacy fo Natio.rial Endo.merit for the Humanities' Projects Funded ~-Five
State Councils. ·or. Walter Capps, Cliair cf the CCH, has askedliietc respond
to""the draft fer the Council. I have listed my comments below:
Appendix!!!, page 20

[10]

The C_a11fornia Council was the only state whose method of solicitation was not
mentioned. I would therefore add: "Though it generally has relied upon an annual
announcement in its newletter to solicit nom-1nat101iS for new members, in 1983
the C.liforriia Ccu-ncil mailed
special.nol11inat.ion form ta the 8,700 organizations
and individuals who receive its newsletter. As a result, the CCH received 225
nominations for four Council positions."

a

Appendix V, page 24

[14]

In the swmnary cf the CCH project "Money, Parties and the Electoral Precess,"
I would make the following· emendations:
Add to the end of the first full paragraph: "The sponsors noted that the program
included reformers who advocated major change· as wel 1 as counter-reform-ers who
sought de-regulation."
The next paragraph would read:
"On May 13, 1983, the California council decided to award the sponsors a
grant cf $1Q,gg5 tc conduct the conference and publish a report. In October
lg83, shortly before the conference, a staff member noted a change in the -project
sponsor which had net been approved by the council and indicated that the change
could compromise the counc11 's stance of non-advocacy. 11
And the last paragraph (p. 25) would read:

[15]

"The final report, published in the spring of 1984, was reviewed by a
counc 11 staff member who ccncl uiled that the pert ion of the grant
which paid for the publ icaiicn had somewhat balanced a conference that "had
little humanities analysis and much practical focus. 11 While the council had
been concerned about advoca"ty during- the project'S development. the council
judged the projeC.t deficient primarily becaus~ of ina~iqua:te humanities content.'"

ca 1 ifcrnia

..

-· ..
......

0,hOR . • -

~..

....

•\•

·-··

~··

•. ···-~·-·

"'

...

[GAO Note: Unbracketed page number.s throughout this 1etter refer to
the draft report. Page numbers in brackets refer to the final reoort.J
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William J. Anderson
March 11, 1985
Page Two

I believe these changes will render the report more complete and accurate.
Sho.uld you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me. The Council
appr~ciates the opportunity to respond to the draft report.
Sincerely,

J es Quay
Ex utive Dir

/
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ASSOCIATION FOR THE HUMANITIES IN IDAHO
Len B. Jordan Building. Room 300
650 West State Street
Boise.. Idaho 83702
(208) 345-5346

Mnrch 14, 1985

Mr. William J. Anderson, Director
United States General Accounting Office
J!.oom 3866
44! G. Stre~~'

N.V.'~

Washington, D. C. 20548
Dear Mr. Anderson:

Report, Page 7. Last Paragraph.ULine 1:
-

.

-

[Third Paragraph]

The Idaho award meeting was held, and the_ de_cis_ion to fund "Russian
A~.areness Week" was made, on June 24, 1983·, rather th_an on July. 2!i,
1983.

Report, Page 9, Last Paragraph, Lines 5-8: [Pages 8 and 9]
Given the significance of the quotations, it would be appropriate for the
chairpersons making the comments to be identified, if only by state.
Appendix. II, .Page 14, First Full_ Paragraph, Lines 4-8: [Page 4, Third Paragraph,
Lines 4-9]
Alt.hough it is an l!Ccurate statement that in 1983, Idaho had a reader
system, the readers' (designated as "first," "second," and "third") role
was limited t.o initiating discuss.ion. Al) council members were provide_d in
advance of the award meeting with a complete copy of each proposal, were
expected to read each proposal, and were encouraged to participate in
each discussion preceding a vote to grant an award.
Appendix II. Page 14, Last Paragraph •. Last 2 Lines: [Page 5]
The draft should be amended to make clear that in Idaho, all unsuccessful
applicants receive a written explanation of the counciJ.•s decision not to
fund the proposed project.

[GAO Note: Unbracketed page numbers throughout this letter refer to
the draft report. · Page numbers in brackets refer to the fi na 1 report.]
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Mr. William J. Anderson
Page Two
March 14, 1985
Appendix Ill, Page 17. First .Full Paragi'aph: [Page 7, Last Paragraph)
In 1983, Id.aha council members were elected for a 2-year term, once
renewable. As a matter of practice, individuals who desired to contiilue
s~rving as a member of Idaho were re-elected at the conclusion of their
first 2~year term. While the council members may well have expressed the
opinion that a 2-year term was .not long enough, it is misleadi_ng to
suggest to readers of the Report that the members served no longer than
n single 2-year term.
Specifically, it would be appropriate to ch.'!_nge in
liile 7 the words "2 years to 3 or 4 years" to "2 years, once renewable, to
3 or 4 years." Fina_l_ly, Idaho requests that the Report note that less than
a month after receivi!Jg the request, Idaho complied with NEH's
recommendation and lengthened a member's term to 4 years.
Appendix Ill, Page 17, Last Paragraph. Linc 7: [Page 1::1, Second Paragraph,
Lines 11-141
It is accurate to state that in June, 1983, Idaho lied not obtained
permission from NEH to have a lG~rne'!lber - council.
Idaho has since
adopted a NEH-approved Compliance Plan_.
Therefore, it would be
appropriate to note those facts.
Thank you for considering these comments. Please contoct me if you hnve any
questions about this letter. I look forward to reviewing the final draft when it
has been prepared.
Yours very truly,

~~·~

£Chairman
E. Ahrens
cc: Mr. Thomas H. McClanahan, Executive Director
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MARYLAND

HUMANmES

COUNCIL

March 5, 1985
Mr. William J. Anderson
Director
U.S. General Accounting Office
Room 3866
44i G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548
Dear Mr. Anderson,
We have read the draft of a proposed report,
"Information Concerning Advocacy in National Endowment
for the Humanities' Projects Funded by Five State
Counciis .. ~
We were pleased that you have observed that the

Mary~and Humanities Council's selection o:f members :i.s

b.ased on publicly advertised and careflll.iy defined
policies and procedures; and that the Council employs
rigorous procedures to ensure balance and quality in its
programs.
Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft.
Please let U!;·know if you have any further questions.
Sincerely,

Dr. Nao~i F. Collins
Executive Director
NFC/em
Enclosure: Returned draft report

516 N. Charl., S...., Room 305

Balti""""· ..aiyrind 21201
io1.a31-1938
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ORE(JON
COMMITTEE

FOR TH_g:

HUMANITIES
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March 19, 1985
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William J. Anderson, Director
u.5~ General Accounting Office
Roo_m 3666
441 G Street, N.W.
washingto_r:i, D. c. 20548
Dear Mr. AndcrDon:
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Thank you for the copy of the draft report concerning the issue of
Advocacy in programs funded by the Oregon CX:n:m:n.ittcc for the Husnanitics
and foUr other State Humanitie~ Coulicils. we- have reviewed it care-

fully and wish to make the following observations.
The comme!}tS oi:i pages 6 and 7 regarding the project, "What About The
Russians," arc gone.rally a g09d s~ry of what happened. We do,
hovcvor, wish to make the following Obscrv~tions:
Po.gc 6,. pn.::agra2h 3. P.::-;.::cii:1g the decision to app_rovo one
of the project· sponsors as t.he pril:lary sponsor, ofter the
initi.al primary sponsor with~e~, it would be well to point
out that:

.i-.1.o·i.am

--..............
...

Unip:iwo c - n , . C:..U..

Pal'll-

........,,

.... lbUlD

---·

So.r\~llirtn

o..p.

~Colle••

c-a.,

.,,._._
Qr.goon 5&819 Un~
C.-.111&
~·iw.-.

"""'"
"""'
.............

ur.canvl! DlllC'TDI

this change was at the request of the co-sponsor1 an~
this decision was based in part on consultation with
the NEH Division of St.ate Prograra.s to lUlnure t.ha.t

such a chancjE! iz:i sponsor would be consistent witll
procedural and policy requirements t~e_re.. The idea
that our office consults with tile Endowment in such
rila'tters to assure concurrence with NEH policies i!>
a.n important one to i_n~ca_te to Representative Smith
and senator Symms •
Page 6, paragraph 3. Regarding tho statement that "some
members of t_he COmtn?Jlity withdrew their support,·,.· it is
well' to point out that 23 organizations submitted letters
of--support with the proposal_ (a l_ist is enciosed).. Of these,
only four subsequently withdrew their formal endorsement •
.i\.nd of t~cs~ four, twO nevertheless hosted prcsentaticn8
created by the Project. It is imp_ortant thit Representative
Smi~h o.nd Senator symms wi.derstaE~ the exceptionally broa.dbased community support demonstrated in the proposal

reviewed by tjie Committee.
Room 410

~-18 SW Woshingto_n
Portlond. OR 97204

5o312• l.0543
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William J. Anderson
March 11, 1985
Page Two
.E_a.s.!:.._7~_a_ragra.f!!._!.* The statement that "council stated it was aware
Of the pos_s.ible bfas in the weekend activi tes not funded by the
c·o~cil" is somew_h_at misleading.
The Committee determined on the
basis of the proposal that although it was clear that the non-OOf
funded weekend debate would ~·-political in nature, it was also

clear that every effort was being made to assure a balanced
program. Indeed, in our letter to William Bennett (enclosed) we
were at Fains t:: ~-::.:-:': -:-~': ':~~':_ ~ho:? (::'~!':':-:!e ~:i._side?'e=. ~!'"::: :o;5ue
of bias carefully and concluded that "the proposal made a clear

effort to include forceful anti-Freeze and pro-Administration views
and to giVe t~em equ.:il time." Thus, it was not simply the "background
and qualifications" of the speakers that .the Committee considered,
but specifically the perspectives· they wouid be likely to espouse
and the applicant's effort to assure a balance in those perspectives.
I would want Representative· Smith and Senator Symms to understand that.
more than s~mp~y "being .:iwa.re of the possible bias," the Committee took
the issue of bias very seriously, even with regard to those presentations
for which no odI funds were requested.
Beyond these observations, we ·feel that the report does a good jo_I;> of
providing Representative Smith and Senator·symms the information n~eded
to evaluate 'the work of the st.ate councils.
'.'e.ry t"ruJ.y yours,

~Ji:~1~
William G. Berheret

WGB: rj
Enclosures

*[GAO Note: Page 6, paragraph 6 and page 7,. paragraph l in the final
report.]
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List of organizations That Submitted Letters of Support in the·
Proposal for the "What About the Russians" project:
corvall~s City Hall
Oregon State University

First Presbyterian Church, Corvallis
Corvallis Chainber of Cot:lri>erce
Crossroads Intern_ational, Corvt3.l lis
cr~ative Arts Gu;1d
00...,ntO'Wll Lions Club,. Albany
Al~~Y

Chamber of commerce

Corvallis Rotary Club

St. Mary's Church, Corvallis
T~ague of Women Voters of Corvallis
United Presbyterian Church of Albany
Friends of Historic Albany

United campus Ministry
Citizen Action for a Lasting Security, Coi:vallis
Corvall~s Fello~ship

of Reconciliation

Oregon Nurses Association

Corvallis Chapter, National Organization of Women

Physicians for Social Responsibility, Benton County Chapter
St •. Mary's Church, Albany
First Congregational Church, Corvallis
Unit_ari~ Un"iverslist Fellowship of Corvallis
CCrvalli s Chapter, .American Field SeI-•iiCe
Retired Senior Volunteer Program, Linn-Benton Community college

(015019)
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